Paper Converting Machine Company Delivers
Lowest Total Cost of Ownership in Its New
Generation of Printing Presses

Networked pneumatic actuation a key technology for overall success
Paper Converting Machine Company (PCMC), a Barry-Wehmiller Company in Green
Bay, Wisconsin, is a leading global manufacturer of wide and narrow format printing
equipment as well as paper and wipes converting and packaging solutions. In 2009,
PCMC began designing its next generation wide-web high-speed flexographic printers
– Fusion and FusionMAX.
The Fusion is an 8 to 10 color, 1,500 feet per minute (450 mpm) flexographic press
available in three widths: 42, 52, and 59 inches (1066, 1320, and 1500 mm). The
Fusion MAX is offered in print widths of 66 and 75 inches (1676 and 1905 mm). These state-of-the-art printing presses
offer a host of benefits, including a 60 minute changeover and full press automated wash up in 4 to 8 minutes. The press
also delivers the sustainability advantages of low solvent use and low energy consumption.
In its development of the Fusion and FusionMAX, PCMC went deeper than
state-of-the-art printing technology; the company delivered machines that
drive toward lowest total cost of ownership (LTCOO) and highest overall
equipment effectiveness (OEE). This triple focus on print, cost, and throughput
led the company to identify motion actuation systems as strategic to LTCOO
and OEE, and it then placed substantial design and engineering resources
behind networked pneumatic actuation.
“Competitiveness for OEMs today is all about anticipating total customer
needs and then delivering a 360 degree solution,” said Rich Rogals, director
sales - Printing, Coating, and Lamination at PCMC. “Customers buy our printing
technology because of quality. There is more we can do to help, and that is why
we dove into the motion architecture to find strategic solutions that would not
only lower operating and support costs, but also support high throughput.”

Printing press customers don’t typically list networked pneumatics in their wish lists
Below the surface, the Fusion and FusionMAX printers are complex motion controlled devices with hundreds of motion
actuated adjustments being made automatically throughout set-up, operation, and clean up stages of a print run.

A significant number of the motions on the Fusion and FusionMAX can be performed linearly with linear actuators and
through rotary cam-based motion both powered by pneumatics. While a single linear or cam motion is relatively simple,
groups of actuators can be synchronized for complex multiple-motion operations – for example, bringing a doctor chamber
into position and then putting pressure on it.

PCMC designers performed a cost-benefit analysis between pneumatic and electro-mechanical activation for these
numerous motions, including the Vortex ink delivery and wash-up systems. Pneumatic actuation was the clear cost-benefit
leader from the consideration of component cost, small footprint, and overall operational, maintenance, and inventory
costs.
“Customers of our presses simply do not delve into this level of componentry,” Doug Zilz, Fluid Power Designer, PCMC.
“Yet cost-effective automated, pneumatically-based motion is at the heart of these state-of-the-art printing presses.”

Next generation pneumatic control
Simply opening a catalog and purchasing pneumatic valves – the components that control actuator motion by allowing
pressurized air to flow on automated signal or stop on signal – would not satisfy LTCOO and OEE objectives. Common
solenoid operated valves are typically hardwired with two wires per valve. That would mean connecting, trouble shooting,
and maintaining hundreds of wires from control cabinet to
valves – a nightmare in anyone’s estimation. The effective
solution depended on finding state-of-the-art networked valve
terminals – manifolds where multiple solenoid activated valves
could be nested and controlled with a single communication
cable. PCMC wanted communication to be Ethernet based with
all of the speed, bandwidth, and diagnostic capabilities inherent
in Ethernet solutions.
PCMC wanted to collaborate with a supplier that not only
offered the networked-pneumatic solutions required, but also
provided the business benefits of global support, rapid product
availability, and comprehensive training. PCMC began working with Festo, a recognized leader in electric and pneumatic
motion actuation.
After a series of initial design conferences, Festo proposed a CPX electro-mechanical/pneumatic control-base architecture.
The CPX is the logic interpreter sitting between a PLC, in PCMC’s case a Rockwell PLC, and the Festo valve terminals.
Communication between the Rockwell PLC and Festo CPX platforms would be Ethernet-based. The Festo CPX platform
would control both Festo VTSA and CPV model valve terminals. VTSA and CPV manifolds are controlled via a single
communication cable. The VTSA can nest an assortment of up to 32 maximum valve positions/maximum 32 solenoid coils
with flow rates ranging from 400 l/min to 2,900 l/min of flow.
The CPV manifolds accommodate an assortment of eight valves
with flow rates ranging from 400 l/min to 1,600 l/min. Plans
called for two VTSA manifolds with a total of 40 of valves, and
eight CPV terminals with a total of 64 valves.
The CPX controller gives PCMC a portal for fast and flexible
programing of valve functions during commissioning. And
the CPX is the portal for diagnostic information and rapid and
effective troubleshooting for higher uptime. Troubleshooting can
be accomplished at the customer site through the Rockwell PLC
or remotely by PCMC logging into the system via the Internet.
The CPV terminals are compact and their small size easily enabled mounting the eight terminals on the Fusion and
FusionMAX frames as close to the points of actuation as possible for fast response time. Close proximity to the actuators
also meant shorter runs of tubing for material savings and less chance of air leakage. The VTSA manifolds would be
mounted in the control cabinets. Each valve could potentially have a sandwich style pressure regulator if needed and this
capability gave PCMC design engineers a greater range of available air pressures for controlling actuators.

An important feature of these terminals is the fact that different sized and different capability valves can be mounted
on one terminal. This gave PCMC flexibility to select the valve to both the air pressure required for the actuation and the
type of valve to the application requirement. These capabilities help to ensure lowest possible energy usage, optimum
component cost, and greater operational effectiveness.
The VTSA is ISO 15407-2 compliant, which means that any manufacturer’s
valves meeting this ISO standard can be used with this manifold, giving
customers the flexibility to choose the valve option right for them.
Interestingly, testing showed that the airflow of the Festo valves with the VTSA
valve manifold was higher than competitive valves when utilizing the sandwich
style pressure regulator as part of the valve stack. This means that a smaller
Festo valve as compared to a competitor’s unit could be used. Correct sized
valves contribute to lower energy consumption.
Furthermore, Festo showed that one Festo dual 3/2 valve can be configured to
perform two different motion operations at the same time. For example, a single
dual 3/2 valve could be used for air exchange on an anilox sleeve and for raising
a hood guard at the same time. This reduced the number of required valves thereby lowering the number of components and
saving space and component cost. Festo pre-assembled each VTSA and CPV manifold to the desired specification and sent the
assemblies to PCMC, where they could then be mounted on the machine or in the cabinet and run on one cable per manifold. All
of these features contribute to LTCOO.
Through Festo’s FAST program, featuring next-day shipping for standard assemblies and three-day shipping for custom
assemblies, PCMC would lower its overall inventory cost and be able to offer inventory lowering services to its customers. Festo
and PCMC also collaborated on training on all aspects of CPX, VTSA, and CPV so that PCMC technicians and trainers are more than
adequately prepared to help support customers.
The Fusion model was introduced in 2010 and the FusionMAX, a wider
machine than the Fusion, in 2011. Both machines feature the same
Festo networked-pneumatic valve terminal architecture. Recently PCMC
introduced its next generation narrow format printing press, the Aquaflex
ELSMax, which utilizes valve terminal with pre-assembled multi-pin cable
and VTSA valves. Where it makes sense during maintenance calls on nonFusion, FusionMAX, and ELS-Max printing presses, PCMC technicians are
replacing non-networked valves with networked Festo valve terminals.
This means that the new solution with all of its advantages is working its
way through PCMC’s past and future installed base.
“The total cost of ownership of our machines, including lower energy
consumption, has fallen while the overall equipment effectiveness has
risen using a Festo platform that features Ethernet communications and
state-of-the-art valve manifolds,” said Rodney Pennings, value stream
leader for PCMC. “PCMC recognized an opportunity to increase the value of our solutions through a re-engineering of strategic
motion systems, and we will continue to find new ways to improve this important cost and productivity effort.”
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